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Abstract: The need for hot water in residential buildings requires a significant energy potential.
Therefore, an efficient water heating system is important to achieve the goal of saving high-grade
energy. The most simple and cheapest solar water heater is a flat plate solar collector (FPSC), which
can increase the thermal energy of fluid by absorbing solar radiation. The performance of FPSC is
comparatively low due to the dilute nature of solar insolation. Therefore, advancement of FPSC is
being undertaken to improve the performance and achieve size reduction. In past, several techniques
have been exploited to improve the performance of FPSC, which are presented in the present paper.
These techniques include surface modifications, use of nanofluids, solar selective coating, and
applications of a mini/macro channel, heat pipe, and vacuum around absorber. Surface modification
on the absorber/absorber tube techniques are exploited to transfer the maximum possible solar
energy to working fluids by increasing the heat transfer rate. Insertion of wire mesh, coil, and twisted
tapes in the flow has great potential to increase the Nusselt number by 460% at the expense of a large
pressure drop. Selective coating of Cu0.44 Ti0.44 Mn0.84 helps to absorb up to 97.4% of the incident
solar energy, which is more significant. Many nanofluids have been exploited as heat transfer fluids,
as they not only increase the performance but also reduce the fluid inventory. So, these techniques
play a very prominent role in the performance of FPSC, which are discussed in detail. Summaries of
the results are presented and recommendations proposed.

Keywords: flat plate solar collector; nanofluid; turbulators; solar selective coating; vacuum

1. Introduction

Generally, energy is produced from naturally occurring resources present in the Earth
such as coal, crude oil, natural gas, etc. These resources are limited and will be depleted
in few years due to their continuous usage. Apart from conventional energy sources,
renewable energy sources, such as geothermal, tidal, hydro, and solar energy, are green
sources of energy, which can be renewed. Among all renewable energy, solar energy is
one of the vastest sources of energy due to its ubiquitous nature, and it is omnipresent and
freely available everywhere. Solar energy can be utilized by various thermal systems like
solar cookers [1], solar water heaters [2], solar heating [3,4], solar energy harvesting [5]
and to produce greenhouse effects [6], solar heat pumps [7], photovoltaic panels [8], and
desalination [9], etc. Solar energy can be converted into direct or indirect forms of other
energy, such as mechanical, electrical, chemical, etc. The conversion of solar energy into
mechanical energy happens in solar thermal plants for power generation. The conversion of
solar energy into chemical energy is found in green plants, which takes place by the process
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of photosynthesis. However, conversion of solar energy into useful energy is considered to
occur mainly in two broad ways: (i) solar–thermal conversion by solar thermal collectors,
and (ii) solar-electric conversion by using photovoltaic solar cells. The most common
solar systems are solar thermal collectors (STCs), which produce the thermal energy of
fluids. STCs are classified broadly on the collector design and tracking arrangement as
shown in Figure 1. A solar collector may be non-tracking collectors (NTCs) and tracking
collectors (TCs). NTCs are fixed and unable to move with the movement of the sun. They
include the compound parabolic collector (CPC), evacuated tube collector (ETC), hybrid
photovoltaic/thermal collector (PV/T), and flat plate solar collectors (FPSCs). However,
TCs are designed to follow the Sun’s path, which can absorb maximum insolation. Tracking
collectors can also be classified based on single-axis tracking collectors (SATCs) and double-
axis tracking collectors (DATCs). Single-axis collectors can move about a single axis, which
includes the linear Fresnel collector (LFC), cylindrical trough (CT), and parabolic trough
(PT). Double-axis tracking collectors can rotate about two axes that are perpendicular to
each other. These two axes can rotate with respect to each other in such a way that the
collector may be exposed to track maximum solar radiations. The circular Fresnel lens
(CFL), parabolic dish receiver (PDR), and central tower receiver (CTR) are included in this
category of DATCs [10]. Different collectors have been used in a variety of applications.
FPSCs can supply hot water at moderate temperatures (up to 80 ◦C), which may be best
suited for bathing, washing clothes and utensils, and heating rooms of residential buildings.
SATCs, e.g., CPC, PV/T PTC, LFR, can supply fluid thermal energy at a temperature of
up to 500 ◦C, and are used generally in power plants, textile, cement, food, and plastic
industries, etc. [11]. Despite this, they can also be operated at temperatures of up to 1500 ◦C
and examples are CTR and PDR [11]. A summary of the different collectors is presented
in Table 1. Additionally, the efficiency and working temperatures of different collectors
are presented in Figure 2 for ready reference. It is indicated in Table 2 that the efficiency
of FPSCs is low compared to other SCs, which is due to high convective heat losses (heat
losses through glass cover).

Figure 1. Classification of solar collectors by tracking arrangement [11,12].
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Table 1. Detailed summery of solar thermal collectors [11,12].

Collector Typology Absorber Type Efficiency (η) in % Working Temp. (◦C) Applications

Flat Plate Collector Flat 30–50 Up to 80 Domestic purposes

Evacuated Tube
Collector Flat 30–50 Up to 200 Domestic purposes,

Heating/cooling of space,

Compound Parabolic Tubular ~60 110–200 Domestic purposes,
Heating/cooling of space,

PV/T Collector Tubular Up to 50 Up to 60 Domestic purposes,
Heating process.

Parabolic Trough
Collector Tubular 50–70 150–500 Heating/cooling of space, Power

plant, Textiles industry

Cylindrical Trough
Collector Tubular Up to 50 Up to 400 Domestic purpose, Heat process,

Power plant

Linear Fresnel Receiver Tubular Up to 50 Up to 500 Steam generation, Heat process,
Power plant

Central Tower Receiver Point 40–65 Up to 1000 Power generation, Heat process

Parabolic Dish Receiver Point 60–75 Up to 1500 Power generation, Heat process

Figure 2. Efficiency and working temperatures of various STCs [11,12].

A lot of studies have been reported in the literature. A few highlighted the study
on solar thermal collectors. Kalogirou [12] presented reviews of various solar thermal
collectors with their merits and demerits. The performance based on optical and thermal
analysis of the various collectors was presented. Suman et al. [11] presented an extensive
review on advancements in solar thermal technology and discussed the various factors
involved in performance augmentations. Said et al. [13,14] summarized and discussed
the most important studies based on nanofluid that are exploited in solar systems for
applications at low and medium temperatures. Jabrej et al. [15] presented an overview of
energy analysis, exergy analysis, heat transfer analysis, performance analysis, and transient
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analysis of various solar flat plate collectors. Although, there is still scope to present a
review on the FPSCs and techniques that have been exploited to improve their performance.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to review the various performance improve-
ment techniques exploited in FPSCs with an emphasis on employing these techniques
efficiently. It also covers the description of different techniques that have facilitated the
systematic understanding and the novel modifications realized to obtain an efficient and
compact design of FPSCs.

2. Methodology Adopted for Review

The literature review is an important foundation to serve as knowledge development,
to explore the research gaps, create guidelines for policy, and provide evidence. Addi-
tionally, the literature review serves as a base for future research. This paper presents a
literature review of different techniques used to enhance the performance of flat plate solar
thermal collectors. Several efforts have been made to collect the information on techniques
that have been presented here. In order to gather as much information on the techniques
used in FPSCs, relevant scientific articles were searched with the following keywords: solar
collector, flat plate solar thermal collector, performance, artificial roughness, geometrical
modification, heat transfer fluids, nanofluid, heat pipes, solar coating, etc. The informa-
tion from the various download papers was summarized and categorized based on the
performance improvement techniques.

3. Flat Plate Solar Collector (FPSC)

The FPSC is a type of heat exchanger, and the basic function of FPSC is to convert
solar energy into thermal energy of fluids. Typically, FPSCs have four main components,
namely a transparent glass cover, absorber plate, fluid passage, and housing. The top glass
covers are used to reduce the top heat losses by minimizing natural convection. Double
or multi glass covers can reduce the top heat losses significantly at the penalty of reduced
transmissivity of radiation. Three sides (back and both sides) of the collector are covered
with insulation covers. Metallic tubes are attached beneath the absorber plate for heat
transfer fluids (e.g., water, oil, etc.). Proper insulating materials are placed on metallic tubes
and the bottom wall of the collector enclosure. FPSC is usually fixed to face the south in
the northern hemisphere and the north direction in the southern hemisphere. A schematic
diagram of a typical FPSC is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Typical FPSC [16].

A typical FPSC is designed to supply water at moderate temperatures (up to 80 ◦C)
for domestic purposes. FPSCs are mechanically simpler than other collectors. FPSCs can
absorb diffuse radiation in addition to direct radiation, which is the main advantage. The
system requires little or no maintenance except cleaning of the glass cover. Initially, the
performance of FPSCs has been low due to high heat loss, low absorptivity, low convection
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heat transfer coefficient, etc. [10]. In this regard, researchers have attempted to develop
new techniques for designing efficient FPSCs. The aim of this manuscript is to review
the research progress in the performance improvement of FPSCs. Further, the effect of
parameters and the key results of selective studies are presented and discussed.

4. Advancement in FPSCs

Some recent methodology/techniques have been implemented with an aim to in-
crease the overall performance. High thermal efficiency, low cost, and reliable operation
under extreme weather conditions are the basic requirements of a perfect FPSC. In this
regard, researchers have developed and explored techniques that help to develop efficient
collectors. These techniques include modifications of the geometries in the absorber tube
and/or collector, use of nanofluids, solar selective coating on the absorber, use of heat
pipes, mini/macro channels for heat transfer fluids, and heat loss reduction. Figure 4
presents the different performance improvement techniques, and the advancement of these
techniques is discussed in subsequent sub-sections.

Figure 4. Performance improvement techniques of FPSCs.

4.1. Geometry Modification

Generally, the heat transfer capability of the smooth surface from the absorber plate/tube
is low due to the low convective heat transfer coefficient, which causes poor performance.
Heat transfer can be enhanced by increasing the heat transfer areas (i.e., fins) and creating
turbulence, which tends to break the laminar-sub layer and mix different fluid layers. Corru-
gations/fins/extended surfaces in absorber tubes are exploited for heat transfer enhancement.
Surface modification in the receiver tends to increase the pressure drop penalty and hence,
increases the consumption of pumping power [11]. Therefore, it becomes necessary to design
surface roughness that provides the maximum heat transfer coefficient with the minimum
pressure drop [17]. Various geometrical shapes have thus been tested for the absorber and/or
tube of collectors. In this regard, Hobbi and Siddiqui [18] studied the effect of turbulators in
FPSCs, namely a coil-spring, conical ridges, and twisted strip. Mwesigye et al. [19] studied
the effect of perforated plates placed in receiver tubes to reduce the temperature gradient.
As a result of the perforated plate inserts, the temperature gradient of the receiver decreased
significantly, and the thermal efficiencies of the collector increased up to 8%.
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Sahin et al. [20] presented a concentric heat exchanger tube equipped with coiled wire
turbulators as the receiver of the collector. A maximum heat transfer enhancement od 2.28
times with respect to the smooth tube was reported. Fuqiang et al. [21,22] introduced an
asymmetric/symmetric tube with an outward convex corrugated in the parabolic trough.
It was concluded that the overall heat transfer performance factors were enhanced by
26.8% and 148%, respectively. Song et al. [23] numerically studied the effect of helical
screw tape inserted in the absorber tube to homogenize the temperature distribution.
As a result of the helical screw inserts, the heat losses and temperature gradient were
reduced, which indicated that the technique was feasible for performance improvement.
Wang et al. [24] numerically explored the performance of a receiver tube filled with metal
foam. The effect of the porosity, geometrical parameters, and layout (top/bottom) of the
metal foam on heat transfer and flow resistance have been investigated. Optimum thermal
performance was obtained when a Nusselt number and friction factor ratio 10–12 times
and 400–700 times with respect to that without metal foam, respectively, were achieved.
Four different enhanced receiver tube (ERT) configurations, namely (a) cylinder-shaped
porous insert filled in the core of the receiver tube (ERT-I), (b) hollow cylinder-shaped
porous insert attached to the inner surface of the receiver tube (ERT-II), (c) horizontal
cylindrical segment-shaped porous insert filled in the lower part of the receiver tube (ERT-
III), and (d) horizontal cylindrical segment-shaped porous insert filled in the upper part
of the receiver tube (ERT-IV), were modelled to optimize the performance, carried out
by Zheng et al. [25]. It was recommended that ERT-II and ERT-IV exhibited good thermo-
hydraulic performance to obtain a high conductivity ratio and ERT-II could be exploited in
the best way at low porosity.

The effect of wire-coil inserts in tube-on-sheet solar collectors was explored using
the TRNSYS simulating tool [26]. The friction factor, local losses, and Nusselt number
were evaluated for standard collectors under the same radiant, ambient, and operating
conditions. It was reported that the efficiency was increased by 4.5%. Axtmann et al. [27]
investigated the effect of pin-fin arrays having pin-fins along with long and short ele-
ments. Three configurations, with an aspect ratio 2 ≤ H/D ≤ 5 and a relative spacing
2.5 ≤ S/D ≤ 5, were tested using the transient liquid crystal technique. Pin-fin arrays in-
serts decreased the thermal boundary layer, leading to a comparatively higher heat transfer
rate. Chin et al. [28] performed experimental and numerical investigations on staggered pin
fins in an absorber tube. Increases in the Nusselt number of 45% for the perforated pins and
the pressure drop of 18% for solid pin fins of a similar size were reported. Gong et al. [29]
carried out a study on the overall performance enhancement of an absorber tube using pin
fin arrays. The authors reported that this novel technique could effectively enhance the
Nusselt number and overall performance by up to 9.0% and 12.0%, respectively.

Reddy [30] experimentally tested a solar collector with different porous disc receivers
in an absorber tube. Performances were evaluated in terms of daily performance, peak
performance, collector acceptable angle, time constant, and heat loss tests. It was reported
that efficiencies in the range of 63.99–66.66% could be achieved. Under fully developed
turbulent flow, three different roughness, namely dimple, protrusions, and helical fins,
on receiver walls were investigated numerically [31]. The dimple ribs exhibited a better
performance in compared to the other ribs investigated. Additionally, dimples with a
narrow pitch, deeper depth, and more numbers in the circumference were found to be
better amongst all arrangements. Jamal-Abad et al. [32] investigated the performance of an
absorber tube filled with metal foam in the collector. The metal pore density and porosity
were considered as 30 PPI and 0.9, respectively, and the volume flow rate was employed in
the range of 0.5 to 1.5 L/m. The overall heat loss coefficient was reduced by 45%, which
led to an improvement in the receiver efficiency.

Most researchers have reported that the use of a metal pipe as an absorber is a suitable
technique to increase thermal performance. Although, these collectors are heavy, non-
versatile, and have a complex design, and have shown high hydraulic resistance along with
low thermal performances. In order to eliminate these difficulties, Rassamkin et al. [33]
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used an extruded aluminum pipe with longitudinal grooves and long fins as an absorber.
Fins on the opposite side of the heat pipe served as a heat sink. The proposed heat pipe
configuration was found to be thermally and hydraulically efficient. Sandhu et al. [34] con-
ducted an experimental study of different insertion devices and the influence of inclination
on the collector efficiency. The results showed that concentric coils were recommended
as the best insert device due to a higher enhancement of the Nusselt number, reported
as 460% and 110% in a turbulent and laminar flow regime, respectively. Garcia et al. [35]
investigated the effect of three wire-coils and three twisted-tapes in an absorber tube. It
was reported that wire coil with a moderate pitch to diameter ratio exhibited the best
performance among all the inserts. Balaji et al. [36] explored the effect of two different
heat transfer enhancers, namely rod and tube heat transfer enhancers, in the riser tube of
FPSC. It was reported that minimum and maximum exergy efficiency was found for rod
and tube heat transfer enhancers, respectively. Anirudh and Dhinakara [37,38] studied the
performance of FPSC in which porous metal foam blocks were utilized to promote thermal
mixing. These blocks were arranged in different ways on the absorber plate. The effects of
the permeability of the porous medium and height of the porous block on the collector out-
let temperature were studied. The increment was prominent for higher values of the height
of porous blocks due to improved thermal mixing. The thermal performance of FPSC
exploiting V-corrugated absorbers was studied in detail [39]. The transfer function model
(TFM), dynamic heat transfer model (DHTM), and quasi-dynamic test model (QDTM) were
implemented to predict the performance. It was indicated that DHTM could accurately
predict short-term thermal performance. Gao et al. [40] exploited a novel glazed transpired
collector system with non-uniform perforation. The thermal characteristics, namely the
temperature rise, heat exchange efficiency, heat collection efficiency, and collector heat loss
coefficient, were analyzed under different operating conditions. The results indicated that
the efficiency and temperature were 20% and 6 ◦C higher, respectively, with respect to
traditional FPSC. Important investigations are summarized in Table 2 for ready reference.

Table 2. Selective study on the surface modification of the absorber tube.

Authors Modification of Surface Study Type Ranges of Parameters Test Fluids Key Results

Mwesigye et al. [19] Centrally placed
perforated plate inserts Numerical

Re = 1.02 × 104 − 7.38 × 104,
m = 47.7 − 56.3 L/min,

p = 0.08–0.20,
d = 0.45–0.61

Water Increment in efficiency
by 1.2–8%

Sahin et al. [20] Coil wire turbulators Numerical and
Experimental

Re = 3000–17,000,
p = 15–60 mm Water Heat transfer increased

by was 2.28 times.

Fuqiang et al. [21,22] Outward corrugated
convex tube Numerical

For CPTR,
p/D (CPTR) = 4.3–14,

Re = 18,860–81,728
For ACPTR

p/D = 1.11–7.25,
Re = 8600–81,784

Water Performance factor
enhanced by 148%.

Song et al. [23] Helical screw tape
inserts Numerical – water

Heat losses decreased
by 6 times w.r.t. to

smooth tube.

Wang et al. [24] Metal foam inserts Numerical
Simulation

h/Di = 0–1,
φ = 0.9132–0.9726,

PPI = 5–40
Re = 1064–894,000

Water/Steam Nusselt increased in the
range of 5–10 times.

Zheng et al. [25] Porous material inserts Numerical
simulation

φ = 0.9726–0.9546,
PPI = 5–40,

Re = 30,000–90,000

Mixed nitrate
molten salt

Thermal conductivity
ratio should be more

than 100 for better
performance.

Axtmann et al. [27] Staggered arrays of
adiabatic pin fins Experimental

S/D = 2.5–5,
H/D = 2–4,

Re = 3000–30,000
Air

Large pin fin spacing
provides better

hydraulic efficiency

Chin et al. [28] Staggered perforated fin
pins

Experimental and
numerical both

No of holes (N) = 0–5,
Hole dia (Dp) = 0–4 mm, Air Nusselt number

increased by 45%.

Gong et al. [29] Pin fin array Numerical
simulation m = 0.51–0.73 kg/s D12 Thermal oil

Heat transfer
performance increased

by 12.0%
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors Modification of Surface Study Type Ranges of Parameters Test Fluids Key Results

Reddy et al. [30] Porous Disc Experimental m = 100–1000 L/h
DNI = 500–900 W/m2, Water

Range of efficiencies
reported from 63.9 to

66.66%.

Sandhu et al. [34] wire mesh insert, wire
coil, and twisted tapes Experimental Re = 200–8000 Water Nusselt number

increased by 460%.

4.2. Solar Selective Coating

Coating on the absorber surface helps to absorb maximum solar energy. Coatings
are broadly classified into two different groups: (i) non-selective coating and (ii) solar
selective coating. An ordinary black painted surface is a common example of non-selective
coating. The solar selective coating has different absorptivity and emissivity for different
wavelengths because its optical properties are dependent on solar spectral regions. The
basic need of selective coating on the absorber is to increase the absorptivity with minimum
emissivity, so that maximum energy can be retained. The solar selective coating should
have high selectivity for the best performance. Shaffer [41] proposed an application of
selective coating on the solar collector surface. Since then, different varieties of selective
coating have been developed, which was summarized by Chen [42]. Although, solar
selective coatings are very expensive and require special treatment of the absorber.

Generally, solar selective coatings have low emissivity in the long-wave spectral range
(i.e., more than 2.5 µm). The selective coating absorbs incoming radiation and helps to min-
imize the emission of longer wavelength radiation. Therefore, selective solar coating helps
to absorb solar irradiation and maintains the surface at a high temperature [43]. Various
studies have developed more efficient solar selective coatings for the best performance
and to trap maximum solar insolation, such as semiconductor-metallic layers, particu-
late coating, multi-layer films, etc. Cindrella [44] studied the performance of composite
selective black coating of nickel-cadmium and cobalt cadmium on the absorber. It was
reported that the developed solar selective absorber coating could be used in a system
having a concentration ratio of 1. Tulchinsky et al. [45] presented a method for preparing a
novel coating on the copper absorber. This novel thermal coating had absorptivity of 97.4%
and 94.7% at 650 and 750 ◦C, respectively. Abbas [46] experimentally tested metal-based
coating, i.e., solchrome selective coating, on three different types of collectors, namely
solchrome omega soldered tube with fins collector and solchrome tig welded fin with a
tube. It was reported that solchrome coatings could enhance the collector’s efficiency in
comparison to the ordinary black paint coating. Schuler et al. [47] developed selective
coating by incorporation of silicon into titanium-containing amorphous hydrogenated
carbon films (a-C:H/Ti). A pump was used to deposit a-C:H/Ti in combination with a
liquid nitrogen cooling trap. The experimental results were found to be very promising,
i.e., low thermal emittance (0.061) and high absorptivity (0.876). The novel coating is best
suited for a vacuum collector as recommended.

Teixeira et al. [48] produced a multi-layered cermet. This composite layered coating
was found to be very attractive for photo thermal conversion applications due to its
thermal stability. Farooq and Hutchins [49,50] described the development of a multilayer
metal-dielectric graded index solar selective coating. The authors reported that four
layers of V: Al2O coating exhibited the best results and showed emissivity of 0.02 and
absorptivity of 0.98. Shashikala et al. [51] analyzed a coating of black nickel-cobalt on a
pre-cleaned substrate with nickel undercoat. It was reported that the selective coating had
favorable optical properties, i.e., high absorptance of 0.948. Additionally, the performance
of selective coating has been found to be environment friendly and can be used in space
applications. Wazwaz [52] investigated the effects of nickel content in the aluminum
layer of selective coating on an absorber. The thermal performance of the absorber was
enhanced due to an increase in the nickel content. Beyond a certain value of nickel, i.e.,
60 µg/cm2, the efficiency began to decrease due to an increase in emissivity as reported.
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Juang et al. [53] proposed a method to prepare solar selective coating by radio frequency
magnetron reactive sputtering using a single stainless steel target. A thermal emittance of
0.91 and absorptance of 0.06 were reported at 82 ◦C, which was best suited for photothermal
conversion applications. Du et al. [54,55] developed a selective coating in which the
absorber layer was considered as Ti0.25Al0.75N and Ti0.5Al0.5N, whereas the anti-reflective
layer was considered as AIN coating. Absorbance and low emittance were reported as
0.945 and 0.04 at 82 ◦C, respectively.

Nuru et al. [56,57] developed multilayer selective coating of AlxOy/Pt/AlxOy on cop-
per, silicon, and glass. An experimental evaporation system was developed to deposit Pt
disc (purity 99.9%) (35 mm in diameter) and Al2O3 pellets (purity 99.999%) (3 mm in diame-
ter) on copper crucible. The emittance and absorptance of the optimized multilayer coating
were found to be 0.06 ± 0.01 and 0.94 ± 0.01, respectively, at 82 ◦C. AlxOy/Pt/AlxOy
multi-layer coating on a Cu substrate showed significant selectivity (α/ε) of 0.951/0.09
and the coating was thermally stable below 500 ◦C. Khamlich et al. [58] developed a
coating of chromium/α-chromium (III) oxide on a tantalum substrate in a hydrogen at-
mosphere. High absorptivity has been reported in the temperature range of 400–500 ◦C.
Kumar et al. [59] prepared solar selective coating of copper oxide on a copper substrate
by means of copper oxidation at different alkaline conditions. A thin film of CuO covered
the whole region of the Cu substrate at different pH. It was found that the emittance and
absorptance of these nanostructures of the copper oxide layer were in the range of 6–7%
and 84–90%, respectively.

Liu et al. [60] developed a selective coating of four layers. Three layers were made
with Cr-Al-O with low, middle, and high oxygen contents and a fourth layer was made of
pure chromium. The thermal stability of the coating was found to be good with selectivity
of 0.919/0.225. Another nitride-based multi-layered selective coating was developed
on an SS absorber with copper substrate using the vapor deposition technique [61]. An
appropriate thickness of the different layers in a systematic manner yielded a low emittance
of 0.07 and high absorptivity of 0.91, which was attributed to the attractive solar selectivity
of 13. Cespedes et al. [62] investigated selective coating, which was developed based
on Mo-Si3N4. The coating exhibited a high photo conversion efficiency due to precise
control of the composition and layer thickness and yielded a low emittance of 0.017
and high solar absorptivity of 0.926. Tsi et al. [63] developed a multilayer coating of
CrN(H)/CrN(L)/CrON/Al2O3 deposited on stainless steel. The coating layers were
designed in such a way that the refractive index increased gradually from the top to the
base layer. The values of thermal absorptance and emittance were reported as 0.93 and
0.14, respectively. The results of the various selective coatings are summarized in Table 3
for ready reference.

Table 3. Selective studies on coatings.

Authors Coating Surface Material
Optical Properties Key Results
ε α

Cindrella [44]

Co-Cd-BT
Co-Cd-BA
Ni-Cd-BT

Ni-Cd
Co-Cd

NI-Cd-BA

Nickel-plated copper

0.12
0.06
0.17
0.10
0.07
0.11

0.96
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.91

Performance of Ni–Cd–BT
coating is high throughout the
range considered (100–250 ◦C)

Tulchinsky et al. [45] Cu0.44Ti0.44Mn0.84- Fe0.28O3 – 0.64 0.97
0.94

solar absorption ranging from
0.88 to 0.94

Abbas [46] Black chrome Nickel plated copper 0.12 0.96
Collector was 30% more

efficient and coating stable at
high temp.

Schuler et al. [47] a-C:H/Ti Aluminum 0.061 0.876
the lifetime

stability at 250 ◦C in air could
be strongly enhanced.

Teixeira et al. [48] Cr–Cr2O3/Mo–Al2O3
Glass, Aluminum and

Copper 0.15– 0.04 0.88–0.94 Solar absorption (0.88 to 0.94)
is achieved
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Table 3. Cont.

Authors Coating Surface Material
Optical Properties Key Results
ε α

Farooq and Hutchins [50,51] V:Al2O3
Copper,

aluminum 0.02 0.98, Solar absorptance of 0.98 and
0.96 was achieved

Shashikala et al. [51] Black Ni–Co Nickel-plated
aluminum alloy 0.17 0.948 solar absorptance of 0.948

was achieved

Wazwaz [52] Ni Aluminum alloy 0.052 0.892 average absorptivity increased
by a factor of 4.99–5.35.

Jaung et al. [53] stainless steel nitride/Stainless
steel stainless steel 0.06 0.91 Solar absorptance of 0.92

was achieved

Du et al. [54,55] Ti0.5Al0.5N/Ti0.25Al0.75/AIN
Al/Ti0.5Al0.5N/Ti0.25Al0.75N/AlN Silicon 0.04

0.04–0.06
0.945

0.926–0.945 absorptance of 0.926–0.945

Nuru et al. [56,57] AlxOy/Pt/AlxOy Copper, Silicon, Glass, 0.01 0.94 good spectral selectivity (α/ε)
of 0.951/0.09

Khamlich et al. [58] Cr/α-Cr2O3 Tantalum 0.28 0.90 Annealing temperature
affected optical properties

Kumar et al. [59] CuO nanoparticles Copper 0.06 0.84 Solar absorptances in ranged
84-90% was achieved

Valleti et al. [61] TiAlCrN/TiAlN/AlSiN Copper and stainless
steel 0.07 0.91 selectivity of 0.919/0.225

Liu et al. [60] Cr–Al–O Stainless steel 0.21 0.924 Suitable for collector
high temperature

Cespedes et al. [62] Mo–Si3N4
Silicon and stainless

steel 0.017 0.926 solar absorptivity of 0.926
was achieved

Tsi et al. [63] CrN(L)/CrON/
Al2O3/CrN(H)/ stainless steel 0.14 0.93

The coating was thermally
stable up to temperatures

of 400 ◦C

Schhular et al. [64] a-C:H/Ti multilayers Aluminum 0.061 0.876 14.4 optical selectivity
was achieved

Li et al. [65] MgO-ZrO2 AZ31 magnesium alloy
0.881
0.914
0.852

0.392
0.375
0.342

Suitable for space craft

4.3. Use of Nanofluid

Generally, heat is extracted from the absorber by means of heat transferring fluids
that should possess desirable heat transfer characteristics. Initially, water was known to
be a good conductor of heat and was used as the heat transfer fluid in STCs. In recent
years, new working fluids have been developed and have shown good potential in thermal
conductivity. Srivastava et al. [66] presented a review on heat transfer fluids that are being
used in STCs. Working fluids are categorized based on the temperature range of STCs, i.e.,
high-temperature working fluids, medium temperature, and low temperature. Generally,
low-temperature fluids are refrigerants, water, water/glycol mixtures, and nanofluids
that are being used in FPSC. Thermic, hydrocarbon oils and some nanofluids come in the
category of medium-temperature fluids and molten salt, molten metal, synthetic oil, and
inorganic oils come in the category of high-temperature fluids.

In low-temperature fluids, the most common fluids are chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)
refrigerants, which are being replaced by hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) due to ozone
layer depletion. Water is the most commonly used fluid that is being used in FPSC due to
its abundant availability, non-toxic nature, free cost, and higher heat capacity; however,
it is not favorable in extreme weather conditions. Mixtures of glycol/water are used in a
cold climate and these fluids are known as “anti-freezing fluids”. The effect of propylene
glycol/water mixture in FPSC has shown significant results and the maximum energy
output is obtained at 50% concentrations of propylene glycol in water [67].

Nanofluids represent a better option than refrigerants, water, and water/glycol mix-
tures in FPSC. The thermal conductivity of nanofluids can be altered and desirable prop-
erties can be achieved as per the requirements. Several researchers have attempted to
enhance the thermal conductivity of HTF by adding nano-sized particles of high thermal
conductivity, such as metal, carbon alumina, etc. With the advancement of nanotechnology,
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new fluids have been prepared by suspended nano-sized particles in base fluids, which are
known as nanofluids. Researchers have attempted to enhance the thermal conductivity of
nanofluids. Although, aggregation and sedimentation of nanoparticles are major issues that
can be resolved by various techniques, such as altering the fluid properties and modifying
the collector channel.

Xuan and Li [68] prepared nanofluid by direct mixing of nano phase powders and
base fluids. Conductivity was increased with an increase of the copper nanoparticles in
water, which varied from 1.24 to 1.78 times that of base fluid alone when the volume
fraction of the nanoparticles varied from 2.5% to 7.5%. Colangelo et al. [69] developed
diathermic nanofluids with nanoparticles of AlO, CuO, and ZnO. The behavior of the
volume fraction of particles (0.0–3.0%) and the shapes of particles on thermal conductivity
were investigated. It was shown that diathermic oil with nanoparticles enhanced the
heat transfer more than water with the same nanoparticles. The behavior of MWCNT
nanofluid was experimentally investigated on the performance of FPSC [70]. As per the
ASHRAE standard, tests were performed at different weight fractions and mass flow rates.
Substantial efficiency was found with an increase in the weight fraction of nanoparticles as
reported. Further, Yousefi et al. [71] utilized Al2O3–water nanofluid in FPSC. Nanoparticles
of 15 nm were suspended in base fluid in the range of 0.2–0.4% (by wt.) with a volume
flow rate of 1–3 L/m. It was reported that the efficiency (η) was increased up to 28.3%.
The friction factor and heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids in an absorber tube in
turbulent flow conditions were studied by Heyhat et al. [72]. Nanofluid was developed
using Al2O3 nanoparticles with 40 nm suspended in distilled water. The results showed
that the absorber efficiency was increased with an increase in the particle concentration.

Chaji et al. [73] experimentally tested the effect of different nanoparticles of TiO2
with water as the base fluid in small FPSC. The effects of different particle concentrations
(0–0.3% by wt.) and mass flow rates (36–72 l/h) were investigated as per EUROPEAN
STANDARD EN 12975-2. An improvement of the initial efficiency of FPSC and index of
collector efficiency were reported in the range of 3.5–10.5% and 2.6–7%, respectively. Alim
et al. [74] theoretically studied the behavior of various nanofluids (i.e., nanoparticles TiO2,
SiO2, CuO, Al2O3, dispersed in water) inside an absorber tube. It was concluded that the
heat transfer coefficient was increased by 22.15%. Moghadam et al. [75] experimentally
investigated the effect of CuO-based nanofluid on the efficiency and performance of FPSC.
The concentration of nanoparticles and the nanoparticle size were fixed at 0.4% by vol.
and 40 nm, respectively. It was reported that an optimum mass flow rate exists for a
particular nanofluid.

The heat transfer characteristics of different nanofluids (water-CuO nanofluid, water-
Al2O3, nanofluid, water-Cu nanofluid, and water-Ag nanofluid) through FPSC were inves-
tigated numerically by Nasrin et al. [76]. As per the results obtained, water-Ag nanofluid
with a higher volume fraction exhibited the best performance. The effects of Cu nanoparti-
cles on FPSC efficiency were investigated by Zamzamian et al. [77]. The average diameter
of nanoparticles was 10 nm and the particle concentration in nanofluid was kept at 0.2%
and 0.3% by weight. Due to the higher weight fraction of the nanoparticles, the collector
efficiency was increased. The behavior of pH Al2O3–H2O and CuO-H2O and the perfor-
mance of a cylindrical solar collector were investigated by Goudarzi et al. [78]. A particle
concentration of 0.2% of Al2O3 and 0.1% of CuO with various pH values (4.0, 9.2, and
10.5) were exploited to increase the performance of the collector. CuO-H2O nanofluid with
pH = 3 exhibited a collector efficiency improvement of 52%.

Tomy et al. [79] theoretically studied the performance of FPSC, where silver/water
nanofluids were used as the heat transfer fluid. The effect of the inlet temperature of
the nanofluid along with the operating parameters, i.e., insolations (900–1000 W/m2)
and Reynolds number (5000–25,000), were investigated on the performance of FPSC. The
maximum efficiency was reported as 80% at a particular volume fraction of 0.04% of
the nanofluid. He et al. [80] studied the behavior of Cu-H2O nanofluid in FPSC. The
experiments were conducted for concentrations of nanofluids 0.1% and 0.2% (by wt.).
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Additionally, it was concluded that the performance was improved by 23.83% using
nanofluids. It was also reported that the heat gain and temperature were enhanced by up
to 24.52% and 12.24%, respectively. Salavati et al. [81] experimentally tested FPSC with
SiO2/ethylene glycol-water nanofluid. The results showed that the efficiency was increased
from 4% to 8% with an increase in the particle concentrations from 0% to 1%. Said et al. [82]
experimentally tested Al2O3-water nanofluid to increase the performance in FPSC. It was
reported that the exergy and energy efficiencies increased by 20.3% and 83.5%, respectively.

Direct use of nanofluids in FPSC is a problematic issue, such as nanoparticles aggrega-
tion and sedimentation. To overcome these problems, the sedimentation of fluid in both
a standard FPSC and modified ones, fabricated from a transparent tube, was studied by
Colangelo et al. [83]. He designed the channel in such a way that the fluid axial velocity
was fixed. Further, Colangelo et al. [84] explored the behavior of distilled water and Al2O3-
distilled water-based nanofluid in a modified FPSC. The modified FPSC was designed in
such a way to minimize the sedimentation of clusters of nanoparticles. The performance
of the FPSC was explored using of Al2O3/water-based nanofluid [85]. The mean volume
fraction and partial size of nanofluid were considered as 0.1% and 20 nm. It was reported
that the optimum collector efficiency was increased up to 23.6% at a 2 L/min mass flow
rate. Kilic et al. [86] studied behavior of TiO2/water nanofluid (2% wt.) to improve the
performance of FPSC. It was reported that a 48.67% and 36.20% instantaneous efficiency of
FPSC was found for TiO2/water nanofluid and pure water, respectively.

The effect of different nanoparticle concentrations of magnesium oxide in ethyl glycol
(base fluid) was investigated by Harrison et al. [87]. The particle concentrations varied in the
range of 0.08–0.2% under varying flow rate conditions. The results indicated that heat gain
in FPSC was increased by 16.74% due to a decrease in heat loss of 52.2%. Hussein et al. [80]
exploited hybrid nanofluid of covalent functionalized-graphene nanoplatelets (CF-GNPs)
with hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and covalent functionalized-multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (CF-MWCNTs). Experiments were conducted as per ASHRAE standard 93-2010
and the mass flow rate was controlled in the range of 2 to 4 L/min. The efficiency was
improved by 85% at a mass flow rate of 4 L/min. Similarly, Tong et al. [88] analyzed the
performance characteristics of FPSC by exploiting various nanofluids (Al2O3 nanofluid,
CuO nanofluid, Fe3O4 nano-fluid, and multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT)). The
highest efficiency of 87% was reported when MWCNT nanofluid was exploited.

A summary of the various investigations is listed in Table 4 for ready reference.

Table 4. Selective studies on nanofluids.

Authors Base Fluids Nanoparticles Concentrations Key Results

Yousefi et al. [70] Water MWCNT 0.2–0.4% by weight Particle concentration has a
significant effect on efficiency

Yousefi et al. [71] Water Al2O3 0.2–0.4% by weight Efficiency was increased up
to 28.3%

Heyhat et al. [72] Distilled Water Al2O3 0.1–2% by volume Heat transfer coefficient
enhanced by 23%.

Alim et al. [74] Water Al2O3, CuO, SiO2, TiO2 1–4% by volume —

Colangelo et al. [83] Water Al2O3 1–3% by volume Convective heat transfer
improved by 25%.

Moghadam et al. [75] Water CuO 0.4% Efficiency increased
up to 21.8%.

Nasrin et al. [76] Water CuO, Al2O3, Cu, Ag 0–10% High particle concentration
provided better performance.

Zamzamian et al. [77] Water Cu 0.2% and 0.3% by weight Particle concentration of 0.3%
provided optimum efficiency

Colangelo et al. [84] Water Al2O3 3.0% High temperatures reported
as favorable conditions.

Goudarzi et al. [78] Water Al2O3
CuO

0.2% for Al2O3
0.1% for CuO Efficiency improved by 52%.

He et al. [80] Water CuO 0.1% and 0.2% weight Efficiency increased up
to 24.52%.
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Table 4. Cont.

Authors Base Fluids Nanoparticles Concentrations Key Results

Salvati et al. [81] Water+ethylene glycol SiO2 Up to 1% Efficiency was increased in
the range of 4–8%.

Shojaeizadeh et al. [89,90] Water Al2O3 0–3.5% volume Maximum exergy efficiency
increased by 1%/

Ahmadi et al. [91] Deionized water Graphene Nanoplatelets 0.01% and 0.02% weight Efficiency increased
up to 18.87%

Jeon et al. [92] Water Al2O3 0.1–0.3% volume
Exergy efficiencies and

energy increased by 20.3%
and 83.5%, respectively.

Verma et al. [93] Water

Al2O3
TiO2
SiO2
CuO

Grephene
MWCNTs

23% for Al2O3
35% for TiO2
30% for SiO2
18% for CuO

20% for Grephene
20% for MWCNTs

MWCNTs proved maximum
energy and exergy

efficiencies.

Mirzaei et al. [85] Water Al2O3 0–1% volume Efficiency increased
up to 23.6%

Kilic et al. [86] Water TiO2 2% wt. Maximum efficiency was
found as 48.67%.

Genc et al. [94] Water Al2O3 1%, 2% and 3% vol. Highest thermal efficiency
was found as 83.90%.

4.4. Heat Pipe and Mini/Micro Channels

The use of a heat pipe and mini/macro channel in the collector is important due to
several advantages, such as a large surface area, high heat transfer coefficient, and small
working fluid inventory. However, the fabrication of such collectors is very complex and
needs special attention. The blocking of channels is a problematic issue that restricts the use
of fluid in mini/micro channels. Researchers have designed and developed the heat pipe
and micro/mini flow passages for working fluids and these designs have been efficiently
applied to FPSC. Sharma and Diaz [95] improved the performance of a solar collector
consisting of micro channel arrays fitted in an absorber tube along their length. The flow
rate of the working fluid could be varied from 10−3 to 10−2 kg/s for better thermal and
hydraulic efficiency as recommended. Mansour [96] numerically explored the pressure
drop and heat transfer and characteristics of a minichannel-based FPSC. The experimental
overall heat loss coefficient and instantaneous efficiency were compared with the numerical
results. It was found that the heat removal factor of the novel collector was observed to be
16.1% as compared to the conventional collector.

A novel design of a micro-channel heat pipe array in FPSC (MHPA-FPSC) was pre-
sented to enhance the performance by Deng et al. [97]. MHPA-FPSC went through several
tests to measure its performance. Aluminum sheets were used to fabricate the micro-
channel. Results were obtained in the form of the instantaneous efficiency (η), which is
a function of the reduced temperature parameter (Twi–Ti). It was concluded that maxi-
mum efficiency of 80% was achieved, which was 11.5% more than the Chinese Standard.
Oyinlola et al. [98] studied the performance characteristics of a collector equipped with
a micro-channel absorber plate experimentally and theoretically. Microchannels were
fabricated using two 340 mm × 240 mm × 10 mm aluminum slabs with a thin channel
plate of 3 mm. It was concluded that the temperature profile of the channel could be altered
significantly by the effect of axial thermal conduction. Further, Oyinlola et al. [99] improved
the thermal and hydraulic performance using a mini-channel. Each collector plate consists
of 60 channels of 2 mm wide and 270 mm long. Comparatively, a higher Nusselt number
was obtained when the aspect ratio of the channel reached unity. However, the friction
factor was observed to be slightly higher than those obtained in a rectangular channel. A
large pressure drop was reported in a microchannel or traditional absorber tube as an effect
of the working fluid.

Azad [100,101] designed a gravity-based heat pipe fitted with a collector to study the
performance in outdoor conditions. A theoretical model was also developed to validate
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the experimental results. A good accuracy between the experimental results and results
predicted by the model was reported. It was recommended that production costs could
be reduced by interconnecting heat pipes in the collector. Wei et al. [102] proposed an
improved structure of FPSC. The novel collector is integrated with a wickless heat pipe. It
was shown that the maximum efficiency reached up to 66% and the water temperature in a
200 liter tank increased by 25 ◦C. A similar study of FPSC with MHPA was proposed by
Zhu et al. [103]. The heat loss, outlet temperature, heat transfer, and thermal efficiency were
evaluated under different weather conditions. It was reported that the average efficiency
increased up to 69%. A solar collector was designed, which utilized the combined effect
of a flat micro-heat pipe array (FMHPA) and vacuum technology [104]. Aluminum fins
attached to the other ends of the heat pipe were exploited to increase the heat transfer to
flow fluid. It was reported that the collector efficiency reached up to 73% in the summer
seasons. Ersoz [105] investigated the behavior of a thermosyphon heat pipe integrated with
evacuated tube solar collectors in regards to the energy and exergy performance. Various
fluids, i.e., ethanol, methanol, acetone, hexane, petroleum ether, and chloroform, were
tested using the same specifications. It was reported that the highest exergy and energy
efficiencies were obtained when acetone was used as the working fluids.

Zhang et al. [106] explored the performance of FPSC equipped with a heat pipe under
steady-state conditions. The model of this novel collector consisted of a cross-flow heat
exchanger and shell, glass cover, insulation layer, absorber plate, and two-phase closed
thermosyphon. The average useful heat gain could be improved by increasing the absorber
plate thickness and evaporator length. Additionally, an inclined angle from 30◦ to 45◦ was
recommended when the collector faced the south direction. Wang et al. [107] designed two
flat micro-heat pipe arrays (FMHPA)-based FPSC, i.e., transparent-tube collector (T-TC)
and conventional-tube collector (C-TC), in which FMHPA acts as the core heat transfer
element for both collectors. The thermal efficiency and useful energy gain of C-TC were
77.6% and 641 W, respectively. However, the thermal efficiency and useful energy gain of
T-TC were 85% and 497 W, respectively. The overall performance of C-TC was significant
in comparison to T-TC, as reported. Table 5 presents the key findings of the heat pipe and
mini/macro channel in FPSC for ready reference.

Table 5. Selective study of the heat pipe and mini/micro channel used in the collector.

Authors Description Study Type Parameters Key Results

Azad [100] Gravity assisted heat pipe
collector

Both Theoretically and
Experimentally

M = 0.03–0.032 kg/s,
Number of heat pipe = 6

Heated length-cooled length
ratio was optimized.

Azad [101] Three different heat pipe collector
were tested Experimental — Cost could be reduced by

interconnecting all heat pipe.

Wei et al. [102] collector was integrated with
wickless heat pipe

Experimental and Theoretical
Both

m = 0.2 kg/s,
Ti = 25.2 ◦C

Collector efficiency improved
up to 66%.

Zhu et al. [104]
Combined effect of flat micro-heat

pipes array (FMHPA) and
vacuum technology

Experimental Radiation as function of time Maximum efficiency was
reported as 69%.

Ersoz [105]
Effect of six different working

fluids in evacuated tube
solar collectors

Experimental —
Out of six working fluids,

acetone and chloroform showed
the best exergy performance.

Zhang et al. [106] FPSC with heat pipe Numerical
Heat pipe length = 605–900 mm,

Plate thickness = 0.1–2.2 mm,
Heat pipe dia = 8–16 mm

Length and thickness of the
collector significantly affected

the performance

4.5. Vacuum Collector

FPSCs have high heat loss through their top glass covers, which means they cannot op-
erate with lower efficiencies at temperatures over 100 ◦C. This problem could be overcome
by creating a vacuum around the absorber, which leads to the advantages of elimination
of convective heat losses due to the high insulating properties of the vacuum [108,109].
Vacuum FPSCs have a great advantages, which include excellent thermal characteristics
and optical properties due to a combination of high vacuum thermal insulation and their
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wide surface area [110]. However, maintaining the vacuum in FPSC is a major challenge
that depends on the materials used in fabrication, forming a durable hermetic seal around
the periphery of the vacuum [111]. In order to eliminate convective losses, several re-
searchers have directed their studies by creating a vacuum around the absorber. Eaton
and Blum [108] theoretically investigated the vacuum flat plate collector to eliminating
the natural convection losses from the absorber plate to the cover. Later on, Benz and
Beikircher [109] produced steam by developing a prototype of FPSC. Convection losses
were reduced significantly due to partial evacuation to about 1000 Pa; however, gas con-
duction still fully developed, which led to thermal loss. Gas conductance losses decreased
with a decrease in the vacuum pressure, which could help to achieve a higher absorber
plate temperature.

Buttinger et al. [112] developed an edge ray collector filled with low pressure inert gas
to reduce the convention losses. In order to increase the radiation on headers, asymmetric
reflectors were placed below the headers to minimize the longitudinal radiation losses and
to maximize the incoming solar radiation. Convection losses were prevented inside the tube
by keeping the pressure of inert gas (krypton) below 10 mbar. This prototype showed 50%
efficiencies at a temperature of 150 ◦C and pressure of 0.01 bar. Maintaining the vacuum was
challenging because a durable hermitic seal around the periphery panel was very crucial.
Vacuum panels were fabricated using a hermetic seal. This hermetic seal was created with a
metal alloy, such as indium or Cerasolzer 217 using the ultra soldering technique in Ulster
and Loughborough University [113,114]. TVP-Solar fabricated commercially fabricated the
vacuum flat plate collector. The high-vacuum insulation completely suppressed convection
losses inside the panels and enabled a conversion efficiency of above 70%. The thickness of
the absorber plate is 0.2 mm and the collector has an aperture area of about 1 m2. Glass
can safely withstand atmospheric pressures using a lightweight support structure [115].
CERN developed an ultra-vacuum collector, which can achieve a maximum temperature
of 350 ◦C [116]. Henshall et al. [117] analyzed the mechanically stressed vacuum collector
enclosure when it was subjected to atmospheric pressure loading and differential thermal
expansion of dissimilar components.

In order to present the global scenario, various performance improvement techniques
were analyzed and discussed in the previous sub-section. The efficiency of FPSC exploiting
different techniques is shown in the radar graph (Figure 5). Each graph shows the efficiency
of only one functional parameter studied by different researchers. It is very difficult to
shows the results of all studies in terms of efficiency due to the lack of data published
in corresponding papers. It can be seen from the graph that geometrical modification
have the least effect on efficiency improvement and a convergent-divergent absorber tube
could improve the efficiency by around 42% [58]; however, porous disc inserts result in
a substantial improvement in efficiency [31]. The effect of nanofluid on efficiency has a
wide range due to various parameters like the thermal properties of nanoparticles, base
fluids, flow configurations, and system parameters of the collector arrangements. Out of
many nanofluids, MWCNT nanofluids have the most significant results, as an efficiency of
around 87% was reported [89]. Additionally, CuO nanofluid exhibited significant efficiency
of 85% followed by MWCNT nanofluids, and a high performance of CuO nanofluids was
achieved due to the high thermal conductivity of Cu nanoparticles [76]. The use of heat
pipes/micro heat channels is also effective, and efficiencies of 66% and 69% were reported
for a wickless heat pipe and microchannel [74,76]. Results of the solar selective coating have
been published in terms of the absorptivity and emissivity of various FPSC, so it is difficult
to quantify the results in terms of efficiency. However, an efficiency of a collector with
black chrome coating of 30% more efficient in comparison to a collector with conventional
coating was reported [46]. However, the absolute efficiency (52%) of the collector with
black chrome coating was estimated by considering the 40% efficiency of the collector with
conventional coating and is shown in Figure 5. The inference from the various performance
improvement techniques is summarized in Table 6.
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Figure 5. Comparison of efficiency exploiting different techniques.
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Table 6. Inferences from the various performance improvement techniques.

S.No. Techniques Advantages Disadvantages Inference from Studies

1 Geometrical modifications

Thermal performance increases
with increase in heat transfer

without compromising with size
or maintaining the compact size.

Turbulence is responsible for
high pressure drop penalty
which requires additional

pumping power.

The aim of geometrical modification is
to increase the Nu number without

increasing pressure drop. Helical screw
tape inserts were promising to reduce

the heat loss.
Metal foam inserts improved the

Nusselt number many folds.
Coil wire turbulators could

substantially increase the heat transfer
without increasing pumping power.

Due to turbulators, rate of heat transfer
enchantment decreased with increase
of mass flow rate/Reynolds number.

2 Use of nanofluids

Nanofluids have high heat
extraction rate from the

collector due to its high heat
conductivities and heat carrying

capacities

Aggregation and sedimentation
of nanoparticles in nanofluids
are major issue, these fluids

should be stable.

Nanoparticle concentrations have
significant effect on the collector

performance. Collector performance
increases with increase in nano particle

concentration and decreases with
increase in nanoparticles sizes. Among
different nanofluids, CuO/water and
MWCNT nanofluid have highest heat

transfer potential.

3 Solar Selective Coatings

Solar selective coating helps to
harness the maximum amount
of insolation along. Stability of

solar selective coatings are good
over collector lifetime.

The performance of solar
selective coating decreases with
over its life. Absorption rate of
coating decreased up to 2% in a

year.

The coating of V:Al2O3 has superior
optical properties. The solar

absorptance and emittance were found
to be 0.98 and 0.02, respectively.

The nickel-pigmented aluminum oxide
is have better characteristic due to its
highly conversion efficiency and high

durability.

4 Heat pipe and Mini/Micro
channel

These heat pipe and
mini/macro channels have high

heat transfer rate, small
working fluid inventory, and
high convective heat transfer

coefficient.

The blocking of channels are
major challenges. The

manufacturing cost are high
that restrict the usage of such

channels.

Collectors equipped with heat pipe
have high sensitivity to temperature
and have high conversion efficiency.

Additionally, macro/mini
channel-based collectors have high

heat collector efficiency due to its high
heat removal factor.

5 Vacuum Collectors

Vacuum around absorbers
suppresses the convective heat
loss and leading to higher heat
gain and conversion efficiency.

The major challenge is hermitic
seal to maintain the vacuum.

The expansion and contraction
of the pane cover, and assembly

affect the strength of hermitic
seal due to wide range of

temperature variation

The conversion efficiency of these
collectors is above 70%.

The indium alloy edge seal allows to
fabricate vacuum sealing at low

temperature in a vacuum chamber

5. Conclusions

In this paper, STCs were categorized on the basis of their movement about the axis,
and their corresponding efficiency, working temperature range, and applications were
listed. Performance improvement techniques were identified and discussed in detail. These
techniques focus on performance improvement using turbulators, the nature of working
fluids (nanofluids, etc.), solar selective coating, heat pipe, micro/mini channel, and vacuum
around absorber. Based on the discussion on each technique, the following conclusions can
be made:

• The turbulators/surface modifications in the absorber tube are strongly recommended
for enhancing the convective heat transfer coefficient. Dimple roughness is found
to be hydraulically better, but it is not thermally viable to address the performance
improvement. Although, a metal foam insert could enhance the Nusselt number
by 5–10 times. The Nusselt number could also be increased by insertion of a wire
mesh, coil, and twisted tapes. Particular surface modification/inserts can be utilized
and designs are based on the requirement of the system, e.g., outlet temperature
of working fluids. Additional inserts/elements lead to a pressure drop, which is a
major drawback

• Solar selective coatings are the better way to improve the performance significantly.
These coatings may also help to increase the life of a collector. Selective coating of
Cu0.44 Ti0.44 Mn0.84 helps to absorb up to 97.4% of the incident solar energy and com-
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bined with a black chrome on nickel-plated copper substrate showed an absorptivity
of 0.96. Although, the major drawbacks associated with selective coatings are the
comparatively high cost and the complexity in the production process, which restricts
commercial usage.

• The performance is also dependent on the choice of working temperature and conduc-
tivity of the working temperature. Generally, refrigerants (like HFC (R245fa), HCFC
(R123)), mixture of water and glycol and paraffinic hydrocarbon oils, and/or a eutectic
mixture of synthetic compounds are used for low-, medium-, and high-temperature
applications, respectively. Nanofluid is an alternate and the best solution in a solar
collector because the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid can controlled. Therefore,
the use of nanofluids was emphasized in this paper. MWCNT nanofluids exhibited
significant efficiency, i.e., 87%. The addition of nanoparticles can improve the thermal
conductivity, which leads to performance improvement, although sedimentation is a
major issue, which can be resolved by modifying the manifold/channeling.

• Use of a mini/macro channel and heat pipes is very economical because it requires low
fluid inventory. Mini/macro channels are very effective for improving heat transfer.
A HPA collector with aluminum fins can improve the efficiency up to 73% and 66%
efficiency is achieved in the case of a collector integrated with a wickless heat pipe
at a low flow rate (0.2 kg/s). However, the design of a mini/macro channel is very
complex due to several parameters involved in it. Chocking of the channel is the major
issue that restricts fluid flow.

• Vacuum in a collector is a promising technology, which can substantially suppress
the convection losses around the absorber and enable to a high conversion efficiency
above 70% and can supply heat around 350 ◦C.

Hence, it is concluded that the research work carried out by several researchers shows a
deep interest in the topic and there are several ways to develop an efficient and compact flat
plate solar collector. The FPSCs are not only cheap but also environment friendly. However,
there is a need to explore those techniques that are not only make an efficient FPSC but
also make it compact and can be used in cloudy weather/low sunshine conditions.

6. Challenges and Future Recommendation

The vacuum in the collector is considered to be a very promising technology; however,
there are many challenges in its fabrication. The major challenges are the hermetic seal to
maintain the vacuum against atmospheric pressure, thermal expansion, and contraction
of pane coves, which substantially reduce the strength of the hermitic seal over its life
time. Additionally, maintaining the gaps between the absorber and glass pan to eliminate
conductive heat losses under the influence of atmospheric pressure is more challenging.

Further, the future research aims may be to develop evacuated or inert gas-filled FPSC,
which would reduce the convective losses, leading to higher performance as compared to
the listing systems/technologies
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